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May God bless and keep you always
May your wishes all come true
May you always do for others
And let others do for you
May you build a ladder to the stars
And climb on every rung
May you stay forever young
Lyrics—Bob Dylan
Traditionally performed at AIE’s commencement as a final gift
from Mr. & Mrs. Savage

Popular wisdom dictates that the ascent to success requires a college degree: a B.A., at the minimum, is a necessary rung on that “ladder to success.” While it is certain that the climb our young
people begin as they leave high school may be
aided by that diploma, not all of them find themselves willing or able to take that next step. Maxwell Roth (’06) is one such individual. Unable to
attend college after graduation from AIE, he
sought other ways to pursue his passion for art and
photography and, is today, enjoying the beginnings of a successful career as a book jacket designer and illustrator.
After graduation from the Academy, Max found
himself accepted to several colleges but unable to
make the financial commitment. “I wanted a career in the photography industry, so I took a position at a local photography studio as the assistant
to the production manager.” This was only a summer job, however, so when many of his peers
page 5 and
were packing boxes laden withContinued
ramenonnoodles
notebooks into dormitory rooms, Max decided to
“throw myself into things by making my own

classroom, in a sense.” He began freelancing as a
photographer for the Courier Journal and apprenticing as a photographer with National Geographic.
By the next year, he was offered a position as an
advertisement photographer at a small university in
Tennessee. This job had the added perk of allowing him to take college courses.
“Looking back,” Max recalls, “this was probably
the actual beginning of my career in design. I was
asked to assist the design and production of the
university’s identity, developing its website, magazine and various promotional materials.” All was
going well, until the spring of 2009 when he became ill enough to necessitate taking a medical
withdrawal and returning home to Louisville to
stay with his family, which is very large and with
whom he is very close. “They (his family) have
played a critical role in my development and success. It’s uncommon these days for anyone to support a career in art, but my family has always been
very encouraging. They have been my drive
through the entire process.” He stayed with them
as he recovered. A few months later when he was
Continued on page 17
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As with every graduating class at AIE, there was much diversity to be shared and celebrated. As our graduates leave us, we
hope they remember the work they did here and continue their journey towards excellence. They are headed in many different
directions—which suit their many different desires and needs—but we hope to hear back from them as we have from other
graduates and learn not just how the world is treating them, but how they are treating the world. As of graduation day, this is
what their plans were.

Connor Ables will be working with the family business, Ables’ Drywall.
Hayley Aines is working at UPS. Her goal is to go to Sullivan to be a pastry chef.
Allison Ballard has already started fulfilling a career goal: working for a preschool. She hopes to continue to further her education in a
way that will help her better serve children.

Alex Bowman is set to study diesel mechanics at Lincoln College of Technology in July.
Michael Boykin was offered scholarships to attend Hanover and Morehead State. He accepted Morehead’s offer. He plans to major in
Applied Engineering and Technology. His website, Insult to Energy: Coal Mining, earned the National History Day
award for “Outstanding Website.” He also enjoyed being a member of the bowling team.

Kaleb Brawand is looking forward to tech school. During his time at AIE, he participated in bowling and won numerous awards in ar-

chery. His website, Insult to Energy: Coal Mining, earned the National History Day award for “Outstanding Website.”
He is also an Eagle Scout.

Sarah Bressoud will be attending the University of Louisville. During her time at AIE, she enjoyed playing volleyball.
Katie Buckler really enjoyed her time at AIE where she participated in bowling and drama. Her favorite memories include watching
Michael and John “float” on stage and going on the high school trip.

John Byrd will be attending Eastern Kentucky University and pursuing a degree in Computer Science. While at AIE, he played soccer and took the stage as Charlie Bucket.

Gabriela Cristofoli is pursuing vocational training this fall to help her take the next step towards her goal of attending college. During her
time at AIE she participated in the archery team.

Sarah Jane Daunhauer is hoping to attend Spaulding or JCTC this fall. She was very involved at AIE, playing golf, basketball, volleyball and
bowling.

Allie Dietrich is going to the University of Louisville while working at UPS. She is shooting for a degree in medicine, but is also inter-

ested in a possible English major. During her time at AIE, she participated in National History Day and volleyball. She
also volunteered her time working at Bluegrass Academy Childcare and Dare to Care.

Kaitlyn Eisenback has the goal of attending cosmetology school in January. During the Dramatic Paw’s production of Macbeth, she applied
the stage make up for our creepy weird sisters.

Bryce Elam is going to JCTC this fall to get his general requirements fulfilled and pursue Digital Game Design. He is planning to
work at UPS in the Metro College program. During his time at AIE, he enjoyed bowling. He is also an Eagle Scout.

Chris Fehder wants to study Web Design. During his time at AIE, he enjoyed participating in bowling.
Matt Frey is pursuing a degree in Mechanical Engineering at the University of Louisville. He also works at O’Reilly’s Auto.
Garret Garrison plans to attend JCTC and work for UPS. He enjoyed playing soccer and bowling at AIE.
Elle Gleeson was named to the KCAA’s Volleyball State All-Star team. She also enjoyed bowling and golfing.
Bobby Gibson is pursuing an Associates at JCTC in Diesel Mechanics.
Amanda Grant has already started to pursue her career goal: Veterinary Technician. She is working at Gaslight Square Animal Hospi-

tal and will begin college in the fall. She was involved in many activities at AIE: Horseback riding, Cross Country, Band,
Community Service and The Dramatic Paws.
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Samer Haider played soccer and baseball at AIE. He is planning to pursue a career in construction welding or pipe fitting.
Lauren Holstner will be attending college as she wants to continue to perfect her writing skills, perhaps getting one of her books published.

While at AIE, she was an actor and student director for the Dramatic Paws, and a member of the Community Service Club.

Sam Hutchinson will be taking an automotive mechanics class at JCTC this fall, and then transferring to the Lincoln College of Technology in
Nashville, Tennessee where he will focus on performance automobiles.

Kendall Klemenz is determined to earn her degree in Education with a goal of working with special-needs children. She will begin the first leg
of this journey at JCTC Southwest this fall.

Candace Lewis is interested in a degree in Sports Broadcasting. She will take courses at JCTC this fall with the goal of transferring to the
University of Louisville. During her time at AIE, she played basketball.

Ksusha Long/Meiners will be working at Meiners Electric as she begins her degree in Business Administration.
Alex Manning wants to pursue a degree in either Graphic, Mechanical or Architectural Design. He is hoping to receive the Opportunity

Grant for ITT Tech. During his time at AIE, he participated in basketball, soccer, baseball and played an adorably crotchety
grandpa in Willy Wonka.

Seth Mattingly received academic and soccer scholarships to St. Catharine College where he will be playing soccer and pursing a Bachelor
of Science in Athletic Training. He was named to the All-State team two years in a row, and All-Tournament team in soccer.
He also played basketball. His website, Insult to Energy: Coal Mining, earned the National History Day award for
“Outstanding Website.”

Eric Nally received a partial scholarship to St. Catharine College but declined it. While at AIE, he also played basketball and soccer

and received two All–Tournament awards. He will be working towards a degree in Marketing at the University of Louisville.

Anna Noble will be working and attending college this fall at either Florida College (where she has a scholarship pending) or JCTC.
Tyler Pedigo enjoyed golfing and bowling at AIE. Outside of school, he was very involved in karate through St. Matthew’s Martial Arts. He
is working at Louisville Athletic Club.

John Perkins is joining the Kentucky Air Guard who will be covering his tuition to the state school of his choice. Currently, he plans to attend JCTC and is working at All About Pets.

David Quinn is attending Florida College and possibly pursuing a degree in Business where he has received a partial academic scholar-

ship. He also received the Unsung Hero Award. While at AIE, he played soccer and was a member of The Dramatic Paws,
taking the lead as Macbeth.

Dylan Rash plans to attend Indiana University Southeast and pursue a degree in Education. She was a member of the volleyball team.
Dakarai Shafer will be attending Sullivan College of Technology and Design. He has won 6 scholarships totaling $8,100. One was a Sullivan
College art contest he placed 3rd in.

Adam Simon is looking forward to joining the United States Marine Corps and ultimately pursuing a degree in Aviation or Law Enforcement.
He played baseball at AIE.

Roman Smith received a soccer scholarship to attend St. Catharine College where he will be pursuing a degree in Business Management or
Nursing. While at AIE, he was placed on the All-Tournament and All-State soccer teams. He also played soccer for JYSA
and took classes in ballroom dancing.

Zach Smith participated in both basketball and baseball during his time at AIE. He is eager to join the work force!
Samuel Stopher is going to Kentucky Christian University to study Ministry and play basketball. He received several scholarships . While at

AIE, he played basketball and was named to the All-Tournament team. Sam also received the Optimist's Award. In addition,
he works as an AAU Coach with Higher Level Basketball.

Wyatt Stout is going to Eastern Kentucky University to work towards a degree in Nursing. He also hopes to publish his writing some day.
He enjoyed being a part of the Community Service Club and bowling.

Andrew Yff will be taking courses at JCTC to pursue his goal of becoming an auto mechanic. He earned the Eagle Scout Award and

received the God In Church award. During his time at AIE, he played middle school basketball and participated in archery,
bowling and the Community Service Club.

Matthew Zoeller will be training to pursue a career in auto-body work. During his time here, he was of great assistance to Ms. Cathy for
whom he stocked the machines and performed other duties.
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This year’s National History Day theme was Rights
and Responsibilities and AIE joined several other
schools in the state at Manual High and the University of Louisville this spring to compete.
All of our students made it through the initial, regional competition and went on to compete at the
state level. Winning an award (and a little cash to
boot) for Outstanding Website were Michael Boykin,
Kaleb Brawand and Seth Mattingly. Also competing
were Olivia Raley, Harper Murrell, Leah Price, and
Abby Pautsch.
Olivia Raley took a unique angle on the life of
Anne Frank by portraying the Frank family’s benefactor in her performance, Miep Gies: the Key to
Anne Frank’s Legacy. Unfortunately, Olivia became
ill the morning of the performance and was not able
to participate.
Abby Pautsch pursued a unique topic in her documentary Behind the Blood which focused on the
rights of the mentally ill through the case of Todd Ice
who was the youngest person ever sentenced to death
row. She traveled to Williamstown, Kentucky where
she interviewed Robert Skip Noelker, Ph.D, the psychologist who treated the now deceased Ice. She also
interviewed Courier Journal journalist Andy Wolfson
who covered the case from 1978 until Ice’s death by
natural causes in 2010.
Harper Murrell created an exhibit entitled From
Comstock to Eisenstadt: Contraceptives in America.
Harper’s research focused on the series of laws that
swept the nation in 1873 and restricted the use of
contraceptives.
Leah Price researched the life and works of Ida B.
Wells, a highly educated African-American writer
and activist who fought to bring an end to lynching
during the Jim Crow era in the South.
As previously mentioned, Seth, Michael and Kaleb
(pictured above) created a website that won recognition for its style and content. Insult to Energy: Coal
Mining Towns focused on the conditions coal miners

Michael Boykin, Kaleb Brawand & Seth Mattingly

and their families were subjected to. While they
expected to find many examples of horrific and
unfair treatment, they were surprised to discover
that oral histories of residents of these towns often recounted positive experiences. They accessed the oral history collections of Professor
William Berge that are housed in the Berge Oral
History center at Eastern Kentucky University.
They also corresponded with Mary Smith, an oral
history contributor whose work they accessed
through the Berge collection.
All students who participate in NHD receive a
thorough research workout. Many of our past
participants, who have gone on to college, tell us
that the work they put in on NHD proved advantageous to their college experience.
Next year’s theme...

Any high school student who wants to pursue developing a website, research paper, performance,
documentary or exhibit for competition in National History Day as part of their contracting, should
contact Ms. Gil or their RAP teacher this fall.
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Alumni Panel

Over twenty-five years ago, as our first students were entering our program and parents of prospective students were
visiting, Mr. Savage was occasionally asked, “What can you
do with a diploma from The Academy?” Academy teachers
and administrators knew they were providing their students
with a quality education that emphasized compassion and
work ethic, as well as academic excellence. We believed
these traits were vital to creating happy, healthy, responsible
adults. We didn’t, however, have “proof” of that yet. As our
alumni have made their way in “the real world,” we have
asked them to get back with us. Perhaps Mr. Savage should
have answered that question with another: “What can’t you
do?”
In reality, says Mr. Savage, “That was the wrong question
to begin with. The real question should have been, ‘What
can you do with a degree from anywhere.’ It’s about you
and your potential. It is our goal to allow you to be who you
are: to help you reach your potential.”
Indeed, each year as we talk to alumni, we find that they
are finding success in many places: through traditional professions, entrepreneurships, and in the home. We’d like to
share a few of their successes with you and allow them to tell
you how AIE played a part in helping them reach their potential.
One of the most frequently referred to aspects of the AIE
educational system that our alumni felt was instrumental in
their success was contracting. Contracting, many said,
taught them time-management skills and helped develop
their work ethic by exploring their interests. “AIE prepared
me to be a lifelong learner,” said Ellen Murrell Fulmer who,
herself an instructor at Galen, just finished her Masters in
Nursing Education. “I was taught to have a passion for
learning. When students love learning, then the sky is the
limit. Goals are obtainable and dreams can come true. This
passion for learning has made me successful. Contracting
for grades promoted work ethic and taught me to set goals.”
Lauren Renschler, who used her contracting projects to
develop her visual art skills and is now a Custom Graphics
Specialist at Anheuser-Busch, also mentioned goal-setting.
“I deal with deadlines almost every day, so (contracting) project deadlines were a good thing.”
“I learned time management through contracting,” agrees
Brandon Savage. “I learned through contracting to set goals
for myself and do whatever needed to be done to achieve
Continued on next page

Brandon Savage ‘98
Freed Hardeman College 1998-2000
Louisville Metro Police Academy May 2006January 2007
Police Officer, LMPD
Jennifer Ankeny Morrison ‘99
Jefferson Community & Technical College
Account Executive, USI Insurance
April Baker Hawkins ‘00
Bellarmine University 2004
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Adjunct Instructor, Galen College of Nursing
Ellen Murrell Fulmer ‘00
Eastern Kentucky University,
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Indiana Wesleyan University,
M.A. Nursing Education
Nursing Instructor, Galen College of Nursing
Amanda Kinsella Hack ‘00
Bellarmine University, B.S., Accounting
Controller, Water & Air HVAC Products, Inc.,
Clayton Bloomer ‘00
Electrician, Fenton Electric
Owner, Fatboy’s Butchershop
Megan Lanning ‘01
Trend Setter’s Academy,
Cosmetology License
Cosmetologist, Independent Contractor, Neat Nails
and Terrific Tans
Angela Baker Bray ‘02
Stay-at-Home mom, Crazy Bray Household
Previously, Office Manager
Teacher, ATA Career Education
Kat Havens Schultz ‘02
Eastern Kentucky University
B.A., M.A. Safety Management
Currently, 3rd year law student Chase Law School.
Daniel Cassin ‘04
Bellarmine University, B.A.
Summa Cum Laude
Director of Audio Visual Services, Presentation
Services AV, operating at Embassy Suites Baltimore Inner Harbor
Patrick Kinsella, ‘05
University of Louisville
M.A. Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineer, Atlas Machine & Supply.
Marissa Arnold ‘07
Bellarmine University, B.A.
Communication and Health Care
Summa Cum Laude
Benefits Administrator/Human Resources, Pegasus
Transportation
Lauren Renschler ‘09
Sullivan College of Technology & Design, A.S.
Computer Graphic Design
Custom Graphics Specialist, Anheuser-Busch
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them. I was taught responsibility.” Marissa Arnold
similarly commented, “The contracting program at
AIE was instrumental to me when it came to college and time management. At AIE, I knew that I
had the support of my teachers if I needed additional guidance on a project. However, the way in
which the contracting program was structured, allowed me to hold myself accountable.”
Another positive by-product of contracting cited
by many was work ethic. “I really feel like AIE
gave me the drive to seek things out for myself,”
said April Baker Hawkins. “I don’t wait for someone to come tell me what to do; I am constantly
evaluating things for myself to see what we can improve on.” Teachers at AIE emphasized the idea
that, “I had to work for what I wanted. It was immensely valuable to me. I have been a valuable employee because of my work ethic and I attribute that
to AIE. You should do your best even when no one
is looking.” A fellow classmate, Amanda Kinsella
Hack, also said AIE’s “emphasis on work ethic
helped my career. I did well in my career and received praise frequently about how hard I worked
and applied myself to a task.” On a similar note,
Jennifer Ankeny Morrison says, “I learned that consistency is key to anything I do. It’s like rote. If I
keep trying, making improvements, and being consistent, I will eventually hit my mark.”
Also unique to AIE’s approach to education is its
focus on the family. In a family, one gains acceptance and learns compassion. This instills confidence and respect. Megan Lanning, who says she
made life-long friends at AIE recalls, “coming in as
a junior was very difficult, but the family atmosphere made it a smooth transition.” Clayton Bloomer, who joined AIE his freshman year, “loved the
home-like feel of the small classes and the one-onone attention each and every teacher gave their students. Of the twelve years of my education, all of
my good memories are the ones that were when I
attended AIE.” Angela Baker Bray remembers feeling safe at AIE and being able to come to her teachers, “I felt like they knew ‘me’ and I was not just
another face they saw throughout the day.” April
Baker Hawkins, too, praised the teachers for creating an environment that fostered acceptance, but she
also recognized the focus on compassion. “I don’t
think I ever encountered a teacher that I wouldn’t

describe as compassionate, and I remember times
at school that I was not being compassionate. My
teachers called me out and made me aware of the
impact of my words or actions. I think this definitely shaped my level of compassion for others.”
Classmate, Amanda identified this in a very practical way, “a skill that I think is hard to define is the
ability to work with a variety of personalities and
people successfully. We always had students
from very different walks of life, backgrounds,
personalities, learning styles, etc. and this is the
real world. Being able to work with different types
of people and be respectful of others while completing a task is necessary to work effectively in a
team environment.”
Brandon Savage, the oldest of John and Teresa
Savage’s five children, credits his success as a police officer to lessons of compassion and acceptance he received as a student and a teacher at
AIE, “I have been blessed to be on both sides of
the fence… to learn those attributes and then turn
around and strive to give them to others,” including his children who now attend AIE. “Having the
opportunity for my kids to get the same qualities
given to them both at home and school will ensure
that they become productive members of society
“Individualized learning and holding me accountable to
my personal best was very important to my success.
AIE invested in me and told me I was smart enough.
That pushed me to be better.”
Ellen Murrell ‘00

and do good things with their lives.”
Kat Havens Schultz praised what she called
AIE’s “moral compass focus.” “Nothing could
compare to the amount of compassion I experienced from the AIE staff. Teachers at the Academy changed my life and made me a better person…for that I am forever grateful.”
Ellen Fulmer also recalls how AIE’s family
environment helped boost her self-confidence
when she enrolled her sophomore year. Being
dyslexic, she was “struggling with very simple
homework” in elementary school. Going to DePaul for a year, she made a great deal of improveContinued on page 7
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ment, but then began to struggle again when she
moved on to middle and high school. “AIE’s clear
expectations, small class size and family–like atmosphere pushed me to excel. I was able to explore learning in a safe learning environment without feeling less intelligent than my other classmates. It was about me and not anyone else.” I
was given the opportunity to feel smart and be
smart.”
Which brings us full circle now, back to Mr. Savage’s point: “It’s about you and your potential.”
AIE strives to allow you to be who you are. When
you combine who you are and what you desire with
your ability and self-motivation, what can’t you
achieve? “We aren’t asking, ‘ Where do you fit
today?’ We are asking, ‘What can we do to help
you get where you can go?” Reaching your potential and what that potential looks like are as varied
as the individuals themselves.
“I went to AIE for my entire schooling,” says
Daniel Cassin “but I can still compare my experience at AIE to other schools because of the people I
met in college. College confirmed my belief that it
doesn’t necessarily matter where you go to school –
it matters more what your attitude is towards learning. I graduated Summa Cum Laude at Bellarmine,
which means I graduated above a lot of people
from ‘better’ schools. I’m not saying that to pat
myself on the back, I’m saying that to show if you
really want to learn and do well, AIE will help you
do that.”

He added, “I read a study recently stating that
parents who buy books on parenting tend to
raise more successful children, not because of
the books they buy, but because they are the
type of parent who wants to buy the books.
AIE’s fundamental desire to see children succeed is the most important thing about the institution. I don’t know of another system that
cares as much as AIE. This desire is what fuels
it to constantly reexamine and define what is
best for each student. So, in short, AIE served
me the best by having teachers who took the
time to know me personally, who cared about
me as an individual, and who desired to increase
my knowledge.”
This is the primary goal of our school: enabling students to achieve their individual best.
By fostering a strong work ethic, a respect for
others and the desire to be a life-long learner,
AIE is producing students who become who
they can be—students who are fulfilling their
potential.

For more information and articles detailing the accomplishments of AIE graduates, visit the school website at
www.aiexcellence.com/main. Follow AIE Alumni link
to past editions of Cougar Tracks and read about engineers, archeologists, police officers, artists, musicians,
entrepreneurs and even a Fulbright Scholar.

We are trying to update contact information and keep as many of you in the AIE loop as possible. If you’re a member of
Facebook and want to be kept up to date on current news, please join the AIE Alumni/CougarTracks group. We are using
this as a tool to keep you in the know about current events that are relevant to AIE
Alumni. Ms. Gil invited everyone that is on her Alumni friends list, but doesn’t have
every AIE alumni on that list. Look up the group or send me a friend request and I’ll
get you added.
Even better, e-mail me directly and let me know your current street address so we
Become a member of
can mail you a copy of the newest newsletter. If you got this, but know classmates
AIE Alumni/CougarTracks
who didn’t, give them this information so we can keep them current with what’s hapGroup. Friend Ms. Gil and
pening in our AIE family.
she will add you!
E-mail AIE: cougartracks@aiexcellence.com
or find our Alumni group on Facebook under
Gillian Langley
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The 2014 Senior Production of Willy Wonka began production in August and was performed for family and friends in October. As is the tradition, the seniors banded together to create the set, scenery,
and costumes. Many braved the stage for the
first time and others learned new skills: running
a light board, manning a sound board or managing a stage crew...

Above: Anna Noble, Michael Boykin, Seth Mattingly, Candace Lewis & Amanda Grant take center as Samer Haider, John Perkins,
Sam Stopher and Kaleb Brawand look on.
Above: Roman Smith, Samer Haider, Dakari Shafer and Sarah Jane Daunhauer ham it up as Oompa Loompas

“I was always quite shy in high school and my teachers encouraged me to do things that were somewhat outside of my comfort zone. I became involved in drama and this is something
that I never would have considered before AIE. This experience was invaluable to me because it taught me to have a confidence in myself that I didn’t have before.
Marissa Arnold ’07

David Quinn and
Amanda Grant

Below: The Dramatic Paws took the stage this spring
with Macbeth and a Shakespearean preshow.
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...to be on stage! To foster confidence and encourage
participation, all elementary students perform in an
annual spring program.
Below and Right: Scenes from this year’s show.

A group shot of the entire elementary.

Ms. Cheek and Ms. Kathleen breathe a sigh of relief during the finale.
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As always, we tried very hard to get in touch with our alumni. If you would like to help us with this, or would like to volunteer to
be a class representative (helping Ms. Gil update and collect information) please e-mail us: cougartracks@aiexcellence.com.

Jerilynn Toon just suffered through a tragic year as she lost her husband of fourteen years in a sudden accident. She thanks her family and
friends and encourages everyone to, “please cherish every moment with your loved ones and tell them how you feel on a daily basis because you
never know when it will be the last time you see them smile.” A saving grace right now is her daughter, Mikayla, who just finished ninth grade at Jtown High. She’s making good grades and has fallen in love with art. She has many goals including a degree in Art, and finding a job and getting
her license—but her mother is not ready for this!

Derek Bratcher just moved to Kingsland, Georgia last March. He is getting married in January to his fiancé, Ashley.
Brian and Stephanie Cheek just welcomed a baby girl, Anna Renee, on March 20. Buy stock in
scrapbooking products, everyone: I suspect Grandma is about to affect supply and demand!
Brandon Savage is a police officer with the Louisville Metro Police Department’s 8th Division. He’s
been on the streets for almost eight years and is hoping to acquire a detective position in the narcotics/property crimes unit (FLEX) or in the Crimes Against Children Unit. He will be studying this fall to
take the Sergeant’s exam.

Jennifer Ankeny Morrison is an Account Executive for USI Insurance. .

Anna Renee Cheek, born March 20

Mandy Despain Hall continues homeschooling her clan. “All four boys have been helping the Papa (Grandfather Hall) raise produce this summer.
They are involved in every aspect from planting, harvesting and selling to learning about the financial realities
along the way. Papa even drew up a contract for them to sign, detailing their responsibilities and terms of
payment, etc. The contract was even notarized by his secretary. It’s been a great experience for them!
Stephen and Stephanie added their third son to their family, Elam Christian. Jude and Nolan have done a
great job with their new roles as "big brothers.” Jude
will be attending
Kindergarten at AIE
this fall. We look
forward to all the
special memories
he will create at
AIE. Pictured right.

Amanda Savage Williams is starting her eleventh
year of teaching kindergarten at AIE.
Jennifer with husband Tyler and children, Taylor
and Sydney.

April Baker Hawkins has her hands full with her growing family. She
is an adjunct instructor for Galen College of Nursing.
Clayton Bloomer is an electrician at Fenton Electric. He has been
married for eight years and has two kids: Olivia and Abigail. He also
has a hot rod shop: Fatboy’s Butcher Shop. He has quite a collection
of vintage cars. Sadly, his father, who nurtured his love of this hobby
and dubbed him with his business moniker, passed nine years ago.
“He was my best friend…. I’m so blessed to have had him in my life
for the short time that I did.”

Clayton & Amanda’s children

Amanda & Matt’s children
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Amanda Kinsella Hack is happily spending more time with her children. She is working part time as Controller for Water and Air HVAC Products,
Inc. She is a CPA and previously worked for PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP and Texas Roadhouse.
Ellen Murrell Fulmer just finished her Masters in Nursing Education from Indiana Wesleyan University.
She currently teaches Anatomy and Physiology, Medication Math and Maternity and Pediatric Clinicals.
for the LPN program at Galan College of Nursing. She is also the chairperson for the Medication Math
Committee and is active in the Simulation Committee and Clinical Subcommittee. She and Chris are
doing well.
Christina Patterson reports that much is the same in her life. She’s still pursuing a move to Israel and
spent much of last summer in Haifa and Jerusalem to establish the necessary contacts to make that
happen.

Megan Lanning is a cosmetologist at Neat Nails and Terrific Tans. She’s an independent
contractor there and is very happy with her career.
Christina in Jerusalem
Sarah Ruzanka Hartman will be reaching another milestone with her family this fall: Evie
will be going to Christian Academy and Lincoln will start his first full year of preschool. Vivian is standing on her own and looks to
be eager to walk—Mom’s predicting an early start: 10 months!
Morgan Savage Andrews and Matthew have branched out: “We now have two pharmacies. We have owned Hume Pharmacy for 4
1/2 years and this past fall we started another pharmacy from the ground up, Andrews Pharmacy. Things are going very well with
both businesses and we are crossing our fingers that at least one of our four children will take over the family business some day!
Speaking of children, Maddox is eight, Lincoln is six, Sawyer is four and Brinley is 1 1/2. They are all loud and crazy, but we wouldn’t expect anything less from children that came from Matthew and me!’

Angela Baker Bray is now a stay-at-home mom.
Jackson is now six and Logan is almost three.
Kat Havens Shultz is beginning her final year of law
school at Chase.

Morgan & Matthew and their crew

Kat with DW & Maddy
Bethany McMillan is still working at Absolutely Salon. Aidan has started preschool at AIE!
Jeremy Nalley is entering his sixth year as an ECE
Instructional Assistant for JCPS. He’s also been playing piano for the Shepherdsville Country Music Show
for eight years. He and Amanda have been married
for almost four years and just moved to Shelbyville
with their two-year-old daughter Julie.
Jeremy and family in DC
Courtney Savage Bartlett and Robert just welcomed their third and final addition : Jackson West Bartlett. Jackson’s big sisters, Mia (almost five) and
Daphne (two and a half), were very excited about their new brother. Courtney
suspects Daphne may want to “put him back when she realizes that she is no
longer the baby.”
Courtney’s family

Christina in Jerusalem
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Mary Baker Rambo (is that not a perfect name for her) lives north of Atlanta and has a hair salon, Saddle Brooke Salon. She and Andrew
have two boys: Drew, 6 and Josh 5. She is also working to get her real estate license. She says she doing great!
Kristen Carr Allen and Leon are expecting their second son in December. Kris is now six. She loves her
job at Lucky’s Market and her husband is a Direct TV Sales Representative. She recently found her birth
family, so she’s met her two half-brothers and half-sisters.
Daniel Cassin is still in Baltimore with Jessica. He works for Presentation Services AV which is the largest audio visual company in the world!
Mary’s children: Josh and Drew

Amy Cheek Poe and Nick are expecting their first baby, Avery Grace, in mid-September.

Tiffany Heinsohn Williams is living in Frankfort and working at a bank. She has two critters and another on the way in October.

Jack Berge is the Office Manager at the family business, Gaslight Square Animal Hospital where he also is in
charge of their IT. He’s been living in Auburndale for almost three years and “enjoy my condo in the old
folks neighborhood.” His most recent addiction is cross fit training. He continues to love U of L and has
scored his own season tickets this fall.
Emily Gipe has had a rough year working through medical issues but is feeling better and looking for a job.
She goes to Kaleidoscope a few days a week to stay busy and loves hanging out with her friends and her Maltese, Daisy.
Patrick Kinsella is still with Atlas Machine and Supply, a large machine shop that specializes in repairing industrial equipment. Patrick, who earned his Master’s in Mechanical Engineering from U of L was involved in
a pro bono project that made the headlines: they rebuilt the engines in the Belle of Louisville. He worked
closely with Rob Furlong to design new pistons, make drawings and see the job run through their shop.

Jack at UlL championship
game in Atlanta at the Vortex

Marissa Arnold is the Benefits Administrator/Human Resources person for Pegasus Transportation, Inc. In her career, she gets to meet a lot
of new people—resolving employee conflicts and legal & medical matters.” She reports that there is never a dull moment and she loves her
job.
Aaron Hayes is working for Ecolab as a commercial kitchen and refrigeration repair/installation technician. He and Brittany have been married for two and a half years and are expecting their first child in January. He is staying busy and enjoying life.

Alana Casey now has her Associates in Veterinary Technology from Morehead State University. She’s returning to MSU in the fall and will
graduate in May 2015 with her BA in Vet. Tech. Alana first attended KCTCS for two years before transferring to MSU in 2010.
Julie Ellard Shirley recently moved to Bradenton, Florida to be on staff at Impact Community Church. Travis is a College and Career Pastor and she’s the Children’s Pastor. She also works as a legal assistant for a law firm. She will have her Liberal Studies degree in May
2015 from Lee University then will be going to University of Florida for her MA in Human Development.
Spencer and Brittany Savage are moving to Murfreesboro, Tennessee. Brittany will begin her third year
teaching at Whitsitt Elementary in Nashville. Spencer
will be in his third year of Pharmacy school at Lipscomb University College of Pharmacy.

I like the family-like structure and the nice teachers. Being
here since pre-school, I’ve learned to respect people and
give everyone a chance.
Alex Bowman ‘14

Kaylee Bass graduated from ATA in 2012 and has
been working in the dental field. She is currently the
orthodontic clinical assistant at Braces Braces Braces
in Shelbyville. She is also staying busy planning her
October wedding at Blackacre!
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Ben Fitzpatrick is continuing his passion for music and computers. He is an active alumni, frequenting plays and basketball games.
Jared Goodan is working at UPS four days and week. He’s doing a great job and is doing well.
Natalie Holladay, who finished two and a half years of college, switched gears and graduated from PJ’s College’s Asthetician program. She is now an Aesthetician at Massage Envy Spa. She can help “anyone achieve great skin without going to a dermatologist.” She is also a make-up artist and does weddings, proms, or other events. She will return to school in the fall.
Kyle Jackson has been working at Kroger since May. He is a stockperson.
Ayla Murrell graduated Summa Cum Laude from the Honor’s Program at Eastern Kentucky University. She earned a Bachelor of
Arts in English. She is heading to law school next fall, but is taking a year to do public service through Americorp. She is working
at JCTC’s downtown campus and will be assisting at-risk students.
Mariel Shumate will be graduating in May with a BS in Mechanical Engineering and a double minor in Mathematics and Systems
Engineering. She is in the process of applying to grad schools. She also recently became engaged to a wonderful guy named Josh!

Kimberly Glover finished her first semester at JCTC with a 3.5 GPA! She hopes to enter the Associates in Nursing Program this spring.
Morgan Lewis has a fulltime job at a daycare and is loving it! She is still very active in her church: participating in three committees
and working with youth every Sunday. She also gives one-on-one basketball skills clinics.
Bronte Murrell just finished her freshman year at Northern Kentucky University where she declared a major in Anthropology and made
the Dean’s list. She is currently working at Lake Bryn Mawr Camp in Pennsylvania.
Thomas Ruez is working at the Ford plant on Fern Valley Road and saving up to attend Nashville Auto Diesel College.
Dakota Smith has been doing well in the Marine Corp. He’s deploying in November. “I’ve almost hit my one-year mark. It’s been a
long, hard road, but it’s showing signs of promise. I’ve moved to California where I will be stationed for the next three years.” He was
promoted to Lance Cpl. August first.
“I had a wonderful experience at AIE. The warm and supportive environment had a marked impact on my educational experience.
The support and encouragement provided by the staff not
only helps the child to grow and develop; but, it also prepares them for what is to come.”
Jennifer Ankeny Morrison ‘99

The Savage Progeny (seated in order of age): Daniel, Braden, Maddox, Jadon, Kenzlee, Lincoln,
Haylee, Mia, Sawyer, Daphne, Lyla,
& Brinley (Jackson not shown)
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Our year in athletics is a busy one. Beginning in the fall with volleyball and soccer and culminating in the spring with
baseball, any student who chooses to may
participate in as many sports as he or she
can fit into their schedule.
Believing that everyone should have a
chance to participate is an essential part of
our philosophy and a means through
which to reach our primary goal: enabling
children to achieve their individual best.
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Coached by Mike Smith and Kevin
Lyon, this year’s soccer team placed
second in the state!
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At the Academy, we tend to stay in touch with our Alumni. We find that friends made in
high school frequently remain friends in adult life. Because of this, we know this year was
particularly difficult for many of our alumni and faculty when they learned of the passing of
three former graduates.
Our thoughts were with their families and friends as they struggled to make peace with the
loss of three individuals who were charming, kind and had not yet had the opportunity to fulfill
their goals in life.

Joey Zeller
Class of 2007

Josh Jones
Class of 2008

Chris Lane
Class of 2001

I remember walking into school (on the first day) and
expecting to be an outcast. That feeling was immediately
gone when I was placed into a group of students who
made me feel welcomed.
Lauren Holstner ‘14
I started AIE as a freshman and I wish I could have made
the transition a lot sooner. Everyone made me feel welcomed from day one. I feel as if AIE is not only a school,
but a family where everyone is included. I had never
experienced this before at other schools I had attended. I
strongly believe schools should operate as a family. I feel
so fortunate to have been a part of one that did.
Marissa Arnold ’07

Continued from front page

my academic interests around art, beginning my career
feeling well and ready to be productive, “I packed up
studies well before I stepped foot in a university classmy things and moved to Nashville to begin working as
room.
a freelance photographer again.”
Today, Maxwell lives with his wife Christina
While Max was actively pursuing a career as a freelance photographer, he says his career as a book design- who is the Senior Editor and Production Manager of
Turner Publishing Company. Alter and illustrator began rather
hough most of his work comes from
serendipitously. “I was talking May your hands always be busy
New York City, he has been able to
May
your
feet
always
be
swift
to someone I knew who worked
design from his home in Nashville,
at a local publishing house. He May you have a strong foundation
Tennessee. The majority of his work
When
the
winds
of
changes
shift
was struggling with their current
is for John Wiley and Sons, Inc, but
art director and designers to
he designs for several clients. His work has been feacome up with a cover for a manuscript that was past
tured on the covers of Publishers Weekly and his dedeadline. I asked what the manuscript was about, so
signs and illustrations featured in many print publicathat I could see if I could come up with any suggestions and on television including: The Huffington Post;
tions.” The book, Night Harvest, a thriller, was about a
The Today Show; Entertainment Tonight; ABC,
doctor in New York who removes the brains from his
NBC, CBS and MSNBC news; the San Francisco
victims in the abandoned subway tunnels beneath the
Chronicle and the Las Vegas Sun (to name a few).
city. “I gave a simple suggestion of combining the
Over the past two years, he has also been featured in
skull and the New York skyline. They loved the conbook conferences, including Book Expo America, the
cept and asked if I could do a sketch to show the debiggest book conference in the world.
signers.” Things took place rapidly from there. The
Recently Maxwell also had the opportunity to design
very next day, the publisher asked him to illustrate and
a book cover for Dylan: The Biography. “I’ve always
design the full cover for not just Night Harvest, but for
been a big Bob Dylan fan,” he says, “so it was a real
an additional book. “I had only one day to design the
pleasure to work on. For a few months I got to listen
comps, so I pulled an all-nighter and turned them in the
to Dylan albums and look through photography connext day. They were both approved and I’ve been detact sheets from his world tours that no one had ever
signing and illustrating books ever since.”
seen before. The book was released this spring and is
Max is clearly a very talented and driven person, but
now the second bestselling book on Bob Dylan, folhe also recognizes that a gift AIE’s Ms. McFarland
lowing his autobiography, Chronicles.” Maxwell was
gave him was truly transformational. “She was coneven informed that Dylan has a copy himself.
stantly pushing me to attempt different art mediums.
Prior to my senior year, I only did charcoal drawing
and wanted no part in any other art form. I remember
she once, literally, took the pencil out of my hand and
handed me a piece of clay. “Eventually, I began to give
in and try different things.” By the time he graduated
he was using not just charcoal, but clay, oil paint, water
paint, computer design software, and cameras. “I was
into all of it. It was as though she knew I was capable
of things before I even attempted them. This diversity
in mediums has branded me and has probably been the
most accelerating factor in my career. I’ve been able to
adapt and have been given opportunities that I honestly
don’t think I would have been given otherwise.”
Max also found the method of contracting for grades
at AIE to be “absolutely invaluable.” It “allows the
Maxwell Roth’s
student to mold the academic process to their interests.
first and most
recent book
This demanded that I not only meet the traditional rejacket
designs.
quirements, but move beyond and explore what I was
capable of. I took advantage of this system, focusing
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Help us keep our AIE family together. It happens too often that, due to economic
hardship, sickness, divorce or other unforeseeable situations, a member of our AIE
family finds itself unable to return to our school. For this reason, the Scholarship
Foundation was created. Last year, some of our Alumni found themselves able to
help out. If you can, please do.
The annual Scholarship Auction is November 1st. You can also donate online
through Paypal by visiting
www.aiexcellence.com/main
Afraid you can’t make a difference? Click on 10-10 Challenge to see
Mr. Savage’s Challenge to you!

The Academy For Individual Excellence
3101 Bluebird Lane
Louisville, KY 40299

